
D32251:32

Resin model of a

Bentley B.R. 2
British Rotary Aero Engine 235 H.P.

Kit contains: 295 high quality resin parts, wire 
and instruction

www.taurusmodels.pl

Armstrong Whitworth Armadillo
Austin Osprey
Boulton Paul Bobolink
Gloster Grouse
Gloster Nightjar
Gloster Sparrowhawk
Grain Griffin
Handley Page Type S
Nieuport Nightjar
Sopwith Buffalo
Parnall Panther
Sopwith Salamander
Sopwith Snipe
Vickers Vampire

 

Used in planes:

simplification

Detailed step-by-step instruction available here:

Remowe crankcase (14), cylinders (1), cylinders fastenings (3) 
and cyllinders heads (2)  from the casting block. Attach 
cyllinders (1) to the crankcase. Be sure of correct allignment. 
I recommend to use two-component glue, to have time for 
correcting geometry. Attach cylinders mont bolts (3) and cut 
at correct lenght. Put cyllinders heads (2) at the front 
of cylinders.
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Remowe thrust box (15) from the casting block. Do the same 
for lower induction pipes with elbows (22) and induction pipes 
(21). Attach the lower induction pipes to the thrust box. Next 
attach the thrust box to the crank case. Be sure of a correct 
geometry (use documetnation available in 
www.taurusmodels.pl). Cut induction pipes at the correct lenght. 
After glue drying attach induction pipes to inlet in cyllinders 
heads and to lower induction pipes.
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Remove valves cages (13) from the casting blocks with the help
of a sharp modeling knife. Put at the correct place at the 
cyllinders heads. You don not need to use any glue. For 
positioning use a little drop of a tinned paint.
Prepare the system of valves lifters. Remove 

 from the casting blocks. 
Note, that springs are in tree positions: open (o), half open (c/o) 
and closed (c). The positions of a valves are depicted in the 
schema. Put valve rockers into fastenings (do not use glue - 
click system), put springs (no glue) and place in cylinders heads.

rockers (17), 
fastenings (18) and valves spering (16) 
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Mount propeller fastening system. Remove the from 
the casting block. Part 6 is a connector betwen crank case and 
propeller fastening. Put it in the hole iat the front of crankcase. 
Drill hole with diameter of 0.8mm at the bottom of the part 4 
(central point). Place part 5 at the correct place of the part 4. 
Put fasteners (9) and cut at the correct lenght. Attach nuts (8). 
Mount fastening system at the crankcase (part 6 to drilled hole).
If you want to mount propeller, use the part 7 as a propeller 
shaft, instead of the fastening system (attach it instead of part 6).

parts 4 to 9 
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spark plugs (12)

Remove central
support (23) from
the casting block.
Paint all parts steel,
parts 10 and 24 
brass, central 
support (23) and 
spark plugs (12)
according to schema,
stand (25)wood color. 
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Mount spark plugs electric connectors (16) at the holes in the 
central support (23). You needn't use any glue. Little wash is 
able to stabilise it.
Mount spark plugs (12) at the correct places (holes in the 
cyllinders heads) with the help of the side spanner (26).
Mount pus hrods system. Instal tappets rods (10) in the 
crankcase (14) (also with no glue - fix by wash). Next instal 
tappets (11) - remember about firing order - see schema. Instal
push rods fasteners (19) at the rockers. Adjust the lenght of the
push rods (20) and assembly together with tappets and rockers. 

Final assembly: attach the engine to the central support. 
Engine is ready, you can use the wooden stand for engine's 
exposition. To attach the engine in a model (e.g. Sopwith Snipe), 
place firstely central support in the model, next instal engine in 
the support.

During assembly of the engine you can use detailed instruction
showing step-by-step building of the model.
Also detailed documentation of the engine is available for 
every customer here: www.taurusmodels.pl.
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